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Session Notes

Agenda: Internal conversation to get the Ratings activity under way. 
Cory: What does FNMA want?
Michael Atkin: Q to Cory - what does Fannie Mae want from ratings ontology (counterparty risk)
CC: Use case is evaluating risk, esp. counterparty risk. Ratings both of enterprises and of securities (esp debt) important. 
CC: We did exercise looking at their internal model, what they get from S&P and some from Bmb. 
CC: Found there were good starting points in the ratings concepts that were out there. Early ones. Did considerable refactoring on those. They want to integrate those into their environment. Have done tests mapping S&P data into that. 
CC: In looking at what they needed, find different kinds of ratings, different things rated within the enterprise. The way these were characterized were more in the data; the ontology itself is reasonably generic. 
CC: Most of the semantics is reasonably generic. 
Ontology v Content in the above? 
CC: By Content I mean the actual data they have. 
So the value is the data but the ontology is the concepts
MB: please clarify
CC: S&P didn't have an ontology but reverse engineered this from their data. in FIBO there were concepts spread about throughout FIBO
CC: We used the idea of a rating scheme, seemed to work fine. We separated the thing called Rating into Rating v Rating Value (i.e. the instance)
MB this is in line with our design convention
PR is there a diagram? 
PR did get that and did respond to it. 
CC want to get our team formed before we start on the content and style discussions. 
EK: In going through the legacy content and comparing with what CC submitted, in terms of overlap there are things in BP e.g. Private Label issuance ratings etc. but in terms of the generic concept of Rating the most general thing is in FBC where we moved the Credit Events ontology, which does include some Ratings stuff but not complete models. This does refer to those ratings, primarily credit ratings as distinct from risk. These are in FBC, where Credit Ratings belong as these re specific to Finance - as distinct from e.g. restaurant ratings. 
CC: One thing we found in S&P and internally in FNMA was there is a set of properties they have, quite deep, about what each rating means (what each rating scheme means). We started to bottom those out. Was concerned we were getting too specific. This all captured in these 2 properties of Rating Scheme - rating category and the kind of rated thing, e.g. credit worthiness. The rating categories are arbitrary - specific to each org. What was rated was moved into these values. Sub types would be more specific. In terms of the diversity of what is rated - if we kept that mechanism it would be the Individuals that would have these variations
MB: You want to keep some class level genericity between security ratings, individual credit ratings etc. 
CC seems to agree. We should go over that; look at the data of the rating schemes, e.g. S&P has 17 kinds of ratings that are combinations of these different factors. If we made sub types these are specific to them
MA 4 things; high level conceptual rating, instrument e.g. S&Ps, credit event, credit rating
MB the credit event is an event not a rating
EK clarifies. There is a reference in credit events but it is not complete. 
CC for this initial call, focus is on organization and process. There are design choices on how we represent ratings; where do we do that generic work and how do we specialize into various areas. Clearly Financial ratings are our primary target. Had not been clear how many kinds of financial ratings there are. Is v generic, there are many things you can rate. 
MA: do we want to start with a new approach with CC model from Dec, or start with what currently exists in FIBO and start stitching things together. 
CC: this is what I did, but the work EK is describing is more recent than what I looked at. Need to go both top down and bottom up. Need something that is generic for ratings with an understanding of how that is specified for these various concerns. Should look at EK things. Stitch that together
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What CC has done in the chart is the generic rating but is sufficient for what FNMA needs. The semantics of what is rated is moved into these distinguished individuals rather than the categories and what they rate. Alternative is making ore of a hierarchy of those things. Started that but backed off. Concerned that there are so many interpretations of what these things should mean. We should analyze that in this group
MA this group, or expand to include Moody’s, Fitch others involved in different kinds of ratings. 
CC we should expand; I initially looked at &P and some Bmb but as a standard we should look at how others do these. 
MA should we start with what we have or invite other groups in? 
CC Given that EK has some stuff that is more generic, plus MB original, we should put out a starting point and put it out. 
EK we should do more work before inviting others. I have not found a generic Ratings model in the current model. 
PR: clarify
EK: In Provisional and Informative. Here, there is information describing rating in various places, there is an Information Temporal ratings class, but otherwise not found a generic rating class. 
EK we do not want to expose the Informative content before others. 
MB the temporal one was the generic ratings you were looking for, since ratings are temporally variant. 
CC took that ontology as the starting point. 
CC has a model based on that. Ratings themselves are not an information construct (MB agrees; the codes are the information construct)
EK we removed the legacy 'tense' notion and the overarching concept of Information Construct. 
EK would not use the Values approach but take the approach we took with economic indicators, that gives the temporal notions we need from DateTime. Gives the structure you need here. For Ratings Agency, the notion of Ratings Issuer makes sense. The Scheme makes sense. Not sure how we would model categories. for the kinds of things that are rating (as shown in CC) we would not do that. 
So, EK would change everything on it. 
CC the temporal thing is the rating itself; the rating values would be static (e.g. BBA) 
EK every ratings issuer has a different way of expressing these codes 
MA these are controlled vocabularies, we would not want to put everyone's codes in. 
CC no - but for the data you would need the codes. We need to decide if these are in there or in a separate thing outside of FIBO. So how we handle those, is secondary. 
MA: Is EK suggesting we modify the opening structural pitch from CC ourselves? 
EK Yes
CC agree. Also take into account PR comments. Also EK feedback. Can EK put together how she would do it? 
CC please can you generate the OWL including the definitions. 
CC will send the OWL out. 
Does MB need to go back and do anything with the Legacy stuff? 
MB no, it seems that CC has already taken account of this. 
MA: How much time does EK need to make her suggestions? 
EK a week or 2. Would want to go back to Provisional Loans where there are also Credit Ratings, other places where content overlaps, including things in the Credit Events ontology. Would like to pull all those together and make sense of it rather than do in meetings.
CC: S&P did an SQL query that returned the 17 rating schemes. 
Is this for credit or instrument? 
CC these were ratings about legal entities. A separate set was instruments. So we have Entities v Instruments. 
CC for Entities these were what there were 17 of, of which Credit Rating was one of the 17. 
MA we should put Entities and Instruments in this ontology 
EK and Individuals. The Loans stuff for Mortgages (HMDA etc. from MU) and some of the pre-existing Loans content, all reflect credit ratings of human beings. 
CC we should be able to relate the work to the classes we already have; these reflect the kinds of rated things. E.g. we could use the individual - existing set of classes e.g. for people, business entities etc. 
EK would have Ratings Schemes that relate to each of these kinds of things
CC and then different kinds of ratings of those things. 
CC these are not all limited to credit ratings in fact most of them are not e.g. some would rate the financial stability, company size etc. 
MA: these are classification schemes
MB yes there are other kinds of scheme beyond just rating, including classification. 
MA there is also an opinion scheme then
MB we should try and get similar info from other agencies, then determine the semantics of the kind of scheme being described in CC work, since these are not just credit ratings. 
MA so work on the thing CC has designed, do a gap analysis on that. 
CC the current work is far along but is a PoC. They will map their current data to what exists. 
CC we need to move this along reasonably fast 
MA next meeting? e.g. 14 Jan
EK we have other work for this series of calls. For example short term debt, exercise conventions, other things in FBC. What is relative priority?
MA we have a standing Wednesday meeting slot we could use, rather than use the SEC slot. THe Wednesday slot is used for FIBO UG once a month. 
EK will talk to CC, then present a concerted front. Can do that in the context of FBC but that call would have to cover other things. 
MA once we get our internal structure aligned, we want to invite Moody etc. and have a working activity, comparable to what we have for Indices. 
MA to CC - expectation on this meeting - one off or ongoing? 
CC for a group meeting, need 1 meeting to get everyone up to speed. So anticipate 3 meetings (induction; analysis; reach consensus) 
EK believe this is an FBC thing since it belongs there, so happy to do in the context of an FBC series of calls. But FBC and SEC have a lot of other things. If we have people who are willing to jump on this now, it would take precedence over Bonds or Shor Term Debt
CC: FNMA also v interested in Bonds. Debt instruments, of which they are an issuer. 
MA we have not done that evaluation yet. We do know that Bonds are a high priority. Also Loans are a high priority. If this is one we want to jump on now, I see 4 steps: 
	EDMC alignment

1 meeting for commonality
Discussion
Reach consensus. 
So at least 4 meetings. Propose we take Wednesday 11am when available and use that. 
EK can do that (hard stop at 12)
MA this is not just for our internal group. Do the 2 steps above - initial evaluation and reconciliation (EDMC Alignment). Then we bring in others, show what we have and what are doing, get buy-in. then have onward meetings to review and adjust until consensus reached on the content. 
CC agrees. Also agree it needs its own meeting, since there is commonality between FBC and FND
MB anticipates small amount of cross-over with FND because these 17 things are semantically distinct. 
MB ratings for Individuals should not go in Loans. Propose we have these in FBC. 
CC we subdivide what we are rating (people, securities, entities) and what we are rating about them. The latter gets v specific to the issuer.
Expect some good commonality across the rating agencies, with some things unique to each agency. 
MB we should get input from the other agencies 
MB we should do semantic analysis of what we get from those agencies before presenting a model
CC it was hard to figure out the semantics of these from S&P
CC there are some definitions (poor) from S&P. 
MA we need not lock down all of it but have something sensible to show. Can contact the leading agencies directly and get their list 
For S&P, the 17 kinds of 'rating' were just instruments. Did they also do entities? 
CC Yes. These were different. 
CC we decided we would identify the categories as categorized by the agency, and not try to determine what these meant. If we decide to determine what each individual scheme means and what it rates, that would be an interesting analysis.
MA so the result of EK and MB analysis would be an option of what is in FIBO? 
EK this would be an opinion of what is there. Take what CC did, make recommendations on next steps. 
CC not vested in this. Happy to make changes.
MA how much time to get internal analysis done and what must we do to support it e.g. research on rating agencies' categories? 
CC can do more research on other rating agencies, MB may help EK will do what she does.
EK would be structure / disposition in FIBO and analysis on other FIBO content that has non generic rating information
CC we should be able to get the latter done relatively quickly. Ideally we can identify what is on the table, by next week. 
MA the meeting next Wed is FIBO UG already. 
Cory Casanave;  https://www.spratings.com/documents/20184/86966/Standard+%26+Poor%27s+Ratings+Definitions/fd2a2a96-be56-47b8-9ad2-390f3878d6c6" https://www.spratings.com/documents/20184/86966/Standard+%26+Poor%27s+Ratings+Definitions/fd2a2a96-be56-47b8-9ad2-390f3878d6c6 
EK propose she delivers her response for that following week; could have done for FBC slot on 21st. So that 23rd as Internal Analysis meeting. 
All agree. 
Can we do 90 minutes, starting at 10:30 ET (07:30 PT)?
EK this would be a challenge 
Confirmed 11 - 12 ET on 23rd. MA will send note. Goal is analysis and structure of ratings within FIBO and proposals for structure moving forward. 
MB would this also set out the framework for the later semantic analysis? 
MA Yes - Analysis + Proposal on 23rd. 
CC would like to bring in sooner one specific person in FNMA who has a lot of the business knowledge - for the meeting after 23rd but not for the 23rd itself. 
We can invite Victoria (the person described above) sooner if we have some strong consensus by email. Any invites to other ratings agencies would only be after 23rd. 
Everyone is comfortable with this plan. 
AoB?

